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Abstract: A time-domain (TD) asymptotic-numerical solution (TD-ANS)

for a transient scattered field, which is a useful new reference solution on

engineering applications, is developed for a two-dimensional transient scat-

tered field from a cylindrically curved conducting open sheet excited by

an ultra-wideband (UWB) pulse wave. The TD-ANS is represented by a

combination of pulse wave elements; each element is obtained from a

numerical integration. The TD-ANS is highly accurate and is useful in

understanding transient scattering phenomena. The computation rate of the

TD-ANS is very fast compared with that of a reference solution. The validity

and usefulness of the proposed TD-ANS are confirmed by comparing with a

reference solution and experimental-numerical results.
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1 Introduction

Analytical and numerical studies on the frequency-domain (FD) and time-domain

(TD) scattered fields by smooth curved structures with edges or wedges have been

conducted on the application area such as the radar cross section, high resolution

radar, and target identification [1, 2, 3, 4].

We have derived a TD asymptotic solution [5] for a two-dimensional (2-D)

transient scattered field excited by the edges of a cylindrically curved conducting

open sheet by applying the Fourier transform method. However, The TD asymp-

totic solution in [5] has a limitation on engineering applications, because it becomes

increasingly inaccurate as the fractional bandwidth (FB) of an incident pulse wave

increases gradually [6].

In this paper, in order to overcome the limitation of the TD asymptotic solution

[5], we develop a TD asymptotic-numerical solution (TD-ANS) for a 2-D transient

scattered field when an ultra-wideband (UWB) pulse wave [7] is incident on a

cylindrically curved conducting open sheet [8, 9]. The TD-ANS is represented by

a combination of pulse wave elements; each element is obtained numerically by

applying the fast Fourier transform (FFT) numerical code [10] to a pulse wave

element integral. The TD-ANS is highly accurate and can extract and observe each

pulse wave element from a response waveform. Furthermore, the computation rate

of the TD-ANS is very fast compared with that of a reference solution.

The validity and usefulness of the TD-ANS presented here are confirmed by

comparing with the reference solution and experimental-numerical results. The time

convention expð�i!tÞ is adopted and suppressed in this paper.

2 Time-domain asymptotic-numerical solution (TD-ANS)

2.1 Formulation and frequency-domain uniform asymptotic solution

(FD-UAS)

Fig. 1(a) shows a 2-D cylindrically curved conducting open sheet with two straight

edges A and B (to be called a curved open sheet) defined by � ¼ a, 0 � � � �AB,
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�1 < z < þ1, and coordinate systems ðx; y; zÞ, ð�; �Þ, and ðr;  Þ. We assume that

the radius of curvature � ¼ a is sufficiently large compared with the wavelength

(i.e., !a=c� 1, ω: angular frequency, c: speed of light) and that a high-frequency

(HF) plane wave which has only a magnetic field component in the z-axis

propagates along the positive x-direction.

The z-component of the FD scattered field uðr; !Þ (� uð!Þ, hereafter the

position vector r ¼ ðr;  Þ is dropped in the notations) from a curved open sheet

is represented approximately by a FD uniform asymptotic solution (FD-UAS) as

follows

uð!Þ � uFD-UASð!Þ ¼ uA,FD-UASð!Þ þ uB,FD-UASð!Þ þ uFD-RGOð!Þ: ð1Þ
Here, uA,FD-UASð!Þ, uB,FD-UASð!Þ, and uFD-RGOð!Þ, which are components of the

uFD-UASð!Þ, denote the FD-UAS for the scattered field excited by the edge A, the

FD-UAS for the scattered field excited by the edge B, and the analytical solution of

a reflected geometric optical ray (RGO) reflected on the convex surface of a curved

open sheet, respectively. Readers may find explicit representations and propagation

paths of uA,FD-UASð!Þ and uFD-RGOð!Þ in [3, 5, 11, 12, 13].

The uB,FD-UASð!Þ in (1) is given by

uB,FD-UASð!Þ ¼ expði!LQ0BB=cÞ
X
j

XRB

r

UB;jðPÞuB;jð!Þ
" #

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Scattering phenomena of scattered field excited by the edge B
of a curved open sheet. (a) Curved open sheet ða; �ABÞ and
coordinate systems ðx; y; zÞ, ð�; �Þ, and ðr;  Þ. (b) Propagation
paths of scattered field elements excited by the edge B and
the propagation path of RGO reflected on a convex surface.
�: Q0B ! B ! Q1 Q2 ! RWG ! P1, `: Q0B ! B !
Q1 Q3 ! A ! P1, ´: Q0B ! B A1 ! P2, ˆ: Q0B !
B A ! P2, ˜: Q0B ! B ! P3, ¯: Q0B ! B ! R1 ! P3,
˘: Q0B ! B ! A ! P1, ˙: Q0B ! B ! O ! A ! P1, ¨:
Q0C ! R ! P4. Here, notation Q1 Q2ðQ3Þ denotes the
propagation path along the modal caustic �mð!Þ from the point
Q1 to the point Q2ðQ3Þ. While, notation B A1ðAÞ is the
propagation path along the convex surface (� ¼ a) from the
edge B to the point A1 (the edge A).
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where ðj; r; RBÞ ¼ ðWGm;m ¼ 1; MBÞ; ðSDn; n ¼ 1; NB;1Þ; ð2Þ
ðCWnED; n ¼ 1; NB;2Þ; ðRGOk; k ¼ 0; KB;1Þ;
ðREDk; k ¼ 0; KB;2Þ:

The scattering phenomena of uB,FD-UASð!Þ are depicted in Fig. 1(b). In (2), LQ0BB

is the distance of an incident plane wave along the straight-line path Q0B ! B

which propagates from the reference point Q0B on the y-axis to the edge B.

Notations uB,WGm
ð!Þ, uB,SDn

ð!Þ, uB,CWnEDð!Þ, uB,RGOk
ð!Þ, and uB,REDk

ð!Þ are the

FD scattered filed elements of the uB,FD-UASð!Þ and denote respective the mth-order

whispering-gallery mode radiation field (WGm) (� and `: m ¼ MB ¼ 1, see [3, 6]),

the nth-order surface diffracted ray (SDn) (´: n ¼ NB,1 ¼ 1), the nth-order creeping

wave incidence and edge diffracted ray (CWnED) (ˆ: n ¼ NB,2 ¼ 1), the k times

RGO (RGOk) (˜: k ¼ 0 and ¯: k ¼ KB,1 ¼ 1), and the k times reflected and edge

diffracted ray (REDk) (˘: k ¼ 0 and ˙: k ¼ KB,2 ¼ 1Þ. The notation UB;jðPÞ is a
unit step function and is defined as UB;jðPÞ ¼ 1 (or UB;jðPÞ ¼ 0) when the FD

scattered field element uB;jð!Þ can (or cannot) reach the observation point P.

2.2 Transient scattered field integral

The transient scattered field yðr; tÞ(� yðtÞ) from a curved open sheet can be

expressed by the inverse Fourier transform of the product of the FD scattered field

uð!Þ and the frequency spectrum Sð!Þ of a pulse source function sðtÞ [14].

yðtÞ ¼ 1

2�

Z 1

�1
uð!ÞSð!Þ expð�i!tÞd!: ð3Þ

We assume a truncated Gaussian-type modulated pulse source sðtÞ:

sðtÞ ¼ exp½�i!0ðt � t0Þ � ðt � t0Þ2=ð2dÞ2� for 0 � t � 2t0

0 for t < 0; t > 2t0

(
ð4Þ

where !0 denotes a central angular frequency, and t0 and d are constant parameters.

The frequency spectrum Sð!Þ of the sðtÞ in (4) is given by

Sð!Þ ¼ 2d
ffiffiffi
�

p
Re½erf �ð!Þ� exp½i!t0 � d2ð! � !0Þ2� ð5Þ

�ð!Þ ¼ t0
2d

� idð! � !0Þ ð6Þ

where erf z is the error function [15] defined by

erf z ¼ 2ffiffiffi
�

p
Z z

0

expð�t2Þdt: ð7Þ

Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) illustrate the real part of the sðtÞ in (4) and the absolute value
of the Sð!Þ in (5), respectively. Numerical parameters used in the calculations are

given in the caption of Fig. 2. The main portion of the Sð!Þ is distributed within the
HF region (!L � ! � !H). For these numerical parameters, the sðtÞ in (4) becomes

a Gaussian-type modulated UWB pulse source, because the FB of Sð!Þ is 0.277 and
satisfies the condition of UWB (FB � 0:25) in [7].

After substituting the numerical solution for the FD scattered field uð!Þ
computed from the method of moment (MoM) [16] and the Sð!Þ in (5) into the
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integral yðtÞ in (3), by applying the FFT numerical code [10] to the integral yðtÞ,
one obtains the reference solution yreferenceðtÞ numerically. Moreover, replacing the

integrand uð!ÞSð!Þ in (3) with the experimental data for the FD scattered field uð!Þ
measured using a bistatic experiment device in an anechoic chamber and the Sð!Þ
in (5) and then applying the FFT numerical code [10] to the yðtÞ in (3) yield the

experimental-numerical results yexp-numðtÞ.
The response waveform of yðtÞ in (3) is obtained from the real part of yðtÞ,

namely, Re½yðtÞ�. In section 3, the response waveforms Re½yreferenceðtÞ� and

Re½yexp-numðtÞ� are used to confirm the validity and usefulness of the TD-ANS

derived in Section 2.3.

2.3 TD-ANS for the transient scattered field

By substituting the uFD-UASð!Þ in (1) into (3), we obtain the following representa-

tion:

yðtÞ � yAðtÞ þ yBðtÞ þ yRGOðtÞ ð8Þ
where yAðtÞ, yBðtÞ, and yRGOðtÞ, which are components of the yðtÞ, denote the

transient scattered field excited by the edge A, the transient scattered field excited

by the edge B, and the transient RGO, respectively.

The transient scattered field component yBðtÞ in (8) is represented by

yBðtÞ ¼
X
j

XRB

r

UB;jðPÞyB;jðtÞ
" #

: ð9Þ

In (9), yB;jðtÞ, j ¼ WGm, SDn, CWnED, RGOk, and REDk, denotes a pulse wave

element and is given by the following inverse Fourier transform of the product of

the FD scattered field element expði!LQ0BB=cÞuB;jð!Þ in (2) and the frequency

spectrum Sð!Þ in (5).

yB;jðtÞ ¼ 1

2�

Z 1

�1
expði!LQ0BB=cÞuB;jð!ÞSð!Þ expð�i!tÞd!: ð10Þ

The pulse wave element yB;jðtÞ represented by the integral form in (10) is

calculable numerically by applying the FFT numerical code [10]. By substituting

(a) Real part of s(t). (b) Absolute value of S( ).ω

Fig. 2. Gaussian-type modulated UWB pulse source sðtÞ defined by
(4). Numerical parameters: !0 ¼ 2:105 	 1011 rad/s, t0 ¼ 3:0 	
10�10 s, d ¼ 5:20 	 10�11 s. Where !L ¼ 1:696 	 1011 rad/s,
!H ¼ 2:513 	 1011 rad/s, and FB ¼ 0:277.
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the numerical solution yB;jðtÞ in (10) into the yBðtÞ in (9), we derive the TD-ANS

for the yBðtÞ as follows

yB,TD-ANSðtÞ ¼
X
j

XRB

r

UB;jðPÞyB;jðtÞ
" #

: ð11Þ

The TD-ANSs for yAðtÞ and yRGOðtÞ in (8), namely, the yA,TD-ANSðtÞ and the

yTD-RGOðtÞ can be analogized easily from the above-mentioned analytical-numerical

method and are represented by

yA,TD-ANSðtÞ ¼
X
j

XRA

r

UA;jðPÞyA;jðtÞ
" #

where ðj; r; RAÞ ¼ ðWGm; m ¼ 1; MAÞ; ðSDn; n ¼ 1; NA,1Þ; ð12Þ
ðCWnED; n ¼ 1; NA,2Þ; ðRGOk; k ¼ 0; KA,1Þ;
ðREDk; k ¼ 0; KA,2Þ:

yA;jðtÞ ¼ 1

2�

Z 1

�1
expði!LQ0AA=cÞuA;jð!ÞSð!Þ expð�i!tÞd! ð13Þ

yTD-RGOðtÞ ¼ 1

2�

Z 1

�1
URGOðPÞ expði!LQ0CR=cÞuFD-RGOð!ÞSð!Þ expð�i!tÞd! ð14Þ

where LQ0AA (LQ0CR) is the distance of an incident plane pulse wave along the

straight-line path Q0A ! A (Q0C ! R) which propagates from the reference point

Q0A (Q0C) on the y-axis to the edge A (the reflection point R (see Fig. 1(b))). The

unit step function UA;jðPÞðURGOðPÞÞ stands for 1 when the yA;jðtÞ (the RGO) can

reach the observation point P, and for 0 when the yA;jðtÞ (the RGO) cannot reach

the point P.

By substituting yA,TD-ANSðtÞ in (12), yB,TD-ANSðtÞ in (11), and yTD-RGOðtÞ in (14)

into yAðtÞ, yBðtÞ, and yRGOðtÞ in (8), we develop the TD-ANS for the transient

scattered field yðtÞ as follows
yTD-ANSðtÞ ¼ yA,TD-ANSðtÞ þ yB,TD-ANSðtÞ þ yTD-RGOðtÞ

¼
X
j

XRA

r

UA;jðPÞyA;jðtÞ
" #

þ
X
j

XRB

r

UB;jðPÞyB;jðtÞ
" #

þyTD-RGOðtÞ:
ð15Þ

The TD-ANS in (15) is represented by a combination of pulse wave elements

yA;jðtÞ, yB;jðtÞ, and yTD-RGO. Therefore, the response waveform Re½yTD-ANSðtÞ� can
extract and observe each pulse wave element from the Re½yðtÞ�.

3 Numerical results and discussions

In this section, we perform numerical calculations and measurement experimenta-

tions required to assess the validity and usefulness of the TD-ANS derived in

Section 2.3 when a UWB pulse wave is incident on a curved open sheet.

First, we investigate the accuracy and computation rate of the TD-ANS.

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the response waveform vs. time curves observed at the

observation point Pðr;  Þ (see Fig. 1(a)). Numerical parameters used in the calcu-
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lations are given in the caption of Fig. 3 and the time t is set t ¼ 0 when the

Gaussian-type modulated UWB plane pulse wave traverses the y-axis (see

Fig. 1(b)). The response waveform Re½yTD-ANSðtÞ� (—: solid curve) given by

Re½yTD-ANSðtÞ� ¼ Re½yA,TD-ANSðtÞ� þ Re½yB,TD-ANSðtÞ� þ Re½yTD-RGOðtÞ� ð16Þ
where

Re½yA,TD-ANSðtÞ� ¼ Re½yA,WG1
ðtÞ� þ Re½yA,CW1EDðtÞ� þ Re½yA,RGO0

ðtÞ�
þ Re½yA,RED0

ðtÞ� þ Re½yA,RED1
ðtÞ�

ð17Þ

Re½yB,TD-ANSðtÞ� ¼ Re½yB,WG1
ðtÞ� þ Re½yB,SD1

ðtÞ� þ Re½yB,CW1EDðtÞ�
þ Re½yB,RGO0

ðtÞ� þ Re½yB,RED0
ðtÞ� þ Re½yB,RED1

ðtÞ�
ð18Þ

agrees excellently with the response waveform Re½yreferenceðtÞ� ( : red dashed

curve) calculated from the reference solution (see Section 2.2 and Fig. 3(a)) and the

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Response waveform (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)) and pulse wave
elements (Fig. 3(c)) from a curved open sheet excited by
UWB plane pulse wave. Numerical parameters: curved open
sheet ða; �ABÞ ¼ ð1:01 	 10�1m, 99.6°) and observation point
Pðr;  Þ ¼ ð0:8m; 280°Þ. UWB pulse source sðtÞ in Fig. 2 is used
in calculations. —: Re½yTD-ANSðtÞ� in (16), : reference
solution, 
 
 
: experimental-numerical results.
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response waveform Re½yexp-numðtÞ� (
 
 
: closed circles) obtained from the exper-

imental-numerical results (see Section 2.2 and Fig. 3(b)), respectively. Please note

that we modified the standard of the Re½yexp-numðtÞ� to that of the Re½yreferenceðtÞ� at
the time t ¼ 2:81 ns. As to a computational time, it takes 6 minutes 40 seconds for

the Re½yreferenceðtÞ� and approximately 1 second for the Re½yTD-ANSðtÞ�. Therefore,
the computation rate ratio of the TD-ANS to the reference solution is about 400.

We can confirm the validity and practicality of the TD-ANS by comparing with the

reference solution and the experimental-numerical results.

Next, we consider in detail an interpretation method of the response waveform

Re½yreferenceðtÞ� in Fig. 3(a) using the Re½yTD-ANSðtÞ� in (16) associated with (17)

and (18). Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show propagation paths of pulse wave elements

(˚∼ ). From the arrival time differences of the pulse wave elements, the

Re½yreferenceðtÞ� in Fig. 3(a) can be divided into 3 wave packets (i), (ii), and (iii).

However, it is difficult to understand that the 3 wave packets are composed of these

12 pulse wave elements. In order to interpret the Re½yreferenceðtÞ�, we show in

Fig. 3(c) the waveforms (—: solid curve) of pulse wave elements (˚∼ ). Please

note that the pulse wave elements are indicated by the different scales. By

comparing Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(c), we can observe that the wave packet (i) is

attributed to the interference of the Re½yTD-RGOðtÞ� in ˚ reflected on the convex

surface (see Fig. 4(b)) and the Re½yA,RGO0
ðtÞ� in ¸ excited by the edge A (see

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Propagation phenomena of transient scattered field observed at
the observation point Pðr;  Þ ¼ ð0:8m; 280°Þ (see Fig. 1(a)).
(a) Propagation paths of transient scattered field elements
excited by the edge A. ¸: Q0A ! A ! P, ˛: Q0A ! A !
B ! P, —: Q0A ! A ! O ! B ! P, �: Q0A ! A B ! P,
: Q0A ! A ! Q1 Q3 ! B ! P. (b) Propagation path

of the transient RGO reflected on the convex surface and
propagation paths of transient scattered field elements excited
by the edge B. ˚: Q0C ! R ! P, �: Q0B ! B ! P, ˝:
Q0B ! B ! A ! P, ˇ: Q0B ! B ! O ! A ! P, �: Q0B !
B A1 ! P, �: Q0B ! B A ! P, : Q0B ! B ! Q1

Q3 ! A ! P.
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Fig. 4(a)). While we can see that the bundle of pulse (ii) is made up of 6 pulse

wave elements, namely, the Re½yB,RGO0
ðtÞ� in �, the Re½yB,RED0

ðtÞ� in ˝, the

Re½yB,RED1
ðtÞ� in ˇ, the Re½yB,SD1

ðtÞ� in �, the Re½yB,CW1EDðtÞ� in �, and the

Re½yB,WG1
ðtÞ� in (see Fig. 4(b)). Similarly, the bundle of pulse (iii) is composed

of 4 pulse wave elements i.e., the Re½yA,RED0
ðtÞ� in ˛, the Re½yA,RED1

ðtÞ� in —, the

Re½yA,CW1EDðtÞ� in �, and the Re½yA,WG1
ðtÞ� in (see Fig. 4(a)). We confirm that

the Re½yTD-ANSðtÞ� can extract and observe each pulse wave element from the

Re½yreferenceðtÞ� even when pulse wave elements overlap mutually at the observation

point P.

From the above-mentioned discussions, we can conclude that the TD-ANS in

(15) for the transient scattered field from a curved open sheet excited by a UWB

pulse wave is a useful new reference solution on engineering applications.

4 Conclusion

We have developed the time-domain (TD) asymptotic-numerical solution (TD-

ANS) for a two-dimensional transient scattered field from a cylindrically curved

conducting open sheet excited by an ultra-wideband (UWB) pulse wave. By

comparing with the reference solution and experimental-numerical results, we

confirmed the validity of the TD-ANS. We showed that the proposed TD-ANS is

a useful new reference solution on engineering applications, because it is highly

accurate and is useful in understanding transient scattering phenomena, and its

computation rate is very fast compared with that of the reference solution.
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